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January 2022 

 
CURRENT EVENTS 

 
HEALTH: Worldwide – Spread of Omicron Variant 
TOPIC:  The omicron variant of Covid-19 has rapidly spread around the world since it was discovered in South 
Africa in November. Easily transmissible, it has become the dominant variant in many countries. Are any of the 
existing Covid vaccines helpful against it? What do many of the people who are being hospitalized with it have in 
common? How are Covid variants identified? 
SEARCH TERMS: (coronavirus or Covid-19) AND omicron 
 
BUSINESS: Theranos and Elizabeth Holmes   
TOPIC: Founder and CEO of the blood-testing company Theranos, Elizabeth Holmes, has been found guilty on 
four of the eleven fraud and conspiracy charges against her.  Which charges were she found guilty of and which 
charges were she found not guilty and why? What was the idea behind Theranos that investors and backers 
found so appealing and why did is seem plausible?  What was the flaw in this idea that was being concealed and 
what was the hope of the company that it could be overcome? 
SEARCH TERMS: Theranos AND “Elizabeth Holmes” AND (conspiracy OR fraud) 
 
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: Chile – Youngest President Elected 
TOPIC: Chileans have elected Gabriel Boric as president. The former student activist is only thirty-five and is the 
most liberal president since Salvador Allende. Who did he run against and what was notable about the parties 
they represented? What issues did Boric run on and how did they differ from his opponent’s stances? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Gabriel Boric” 
 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURE: Deadly Tornadoes in the U.S.   
TOPIC:  An outbreak of deadly tornadoes has impacted Arkansas, Tennessee, Illinois, Missouri and especially 
western Kentucky where a long-tracked EF4 tornado caused extensive damage. What is a long-tracked EF4 
tornado, how do they form and why are they very dangerous?  What is the worst of the damage these tornadoes 
did and how many fatalities did they cause?  What is the best preparation strategy for tornadoes, and what kind of 
recovery practices can best help an area hit by them? 
SEARCH TERMS: Kentucky AND (tornado OR tornadoes) AND (damage OR deaths OR fatalities OR 
destruction) 
 
RELIGION: South Africa – Archbishop Desmond Tutu  
TOPIC:  Archbishop Desmond Tutu was a leader in the anti-apartheid movement and later chaired the South 
African Truth and Reconciliation Commission. What was Tutu’s path to becoming the Archbishop of Cape Town? 
What was the role of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in the early years after apartheid? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Desmond Tutu” OR (“South Africa” AND “Truth and Reconciliation Commission”) 
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SCIENCE: James Webb Space Telescope   
TOPIC: NASA’s new James Webb Space Telescope will be the largest and most complicated telescope ever 
launched into space.  What is the purpose of this telescope and how does it work?  How far out in space is it 
planning to go and why? What are some concerns that NASA scientists have about this mission? 
SEARCH TERMS: NASA AND “James Webb Space Telescope” 
 
MOVIES AND TELEVISION: Worldwide – Ratings the Films of the Past Year 
TOPIC:  Critics around the world compile their lists of the best films of the year, with some also providing their list 
of the worst films as well. Are there any movies that are on a majority of lists? Which film seems to be the most 
surprising to have made these lists and why? 
SEARCH TERMS: “best films” OR “worst films” 
 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURE: Spain – La Palma Volcano Eruption  
TOPIC: Cumbre Vieja began erupting on September 19th on the Canary Island of La Palma and continued its 
destructive activity until mid-December. Lava flows have totally destroyed the western side of the island. Seismic 
activity decreased on December 14th, but there needs to be ten days of no seismic activity for the volcano to be 
declared safe. How many houses were thought to be destroyed? How many acres of crops were destroyed? 
What is the estimate of the total costs of the destruction?  
SEARCH TERMS: (“La Palma” AND volcano) NOT lottery 
 
SCIENCE: China – Dinosaur Embryo Discovery  
TOPIC:  Researchers in China have discovered an almost complete dinosaur embryo inside of an egg. The 
embryo’s position within the egg is similar to how birds prepare for their imminent hatching, a process called 
tucking. How was this embryo discovered? How do birds position themselves in their eggs before birth and what 
was similar about the position of the dinosaur? Does this discovery support the theory that birds are descendants 
of dinosaurs? 
SEARCH TERMS: embryo AND tucking 
 
FINE ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE: United Kingdom – Richard Rogers 
TOPIC:  Richard Rogers was a British architect. He came to prominence when he and Renzo Piano were chosen 
to design the Pompidou Centre in Paris in the 1970s. This was a building that went from being reviled while it was 
in its design stages to becoming beloved. Why were Rogers and Piano chosen, given that neither of them were 
French? What was a noticeable feature of both the Pompidou Centre and other buildings by Rogers? What other 
buildings did Rogers design? What honors did he win for his architectural work? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Richard Rogers” AND architect 

 

BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS  
 
BUSINESS: Theranos and Elizabeth Holmes   
TOPIC: Founder and CEO of the blood-testing company Theranos, Elizabeth Holmes, has been found guilty on 
four of the eleven fraud and conspiracy charges against her.  Which charges were she found guilty of and which 
charges were she found not guilty and why? What was the idea behind Theranos that investors and backers 
found so appealing and why did is seem plausible?  What was the flaw in this idea that was being concealed and 
what was the hope of the company that it could be overcome? 
SEARCH TERMS: Theranos AND “Elizabeth Holmes” AND (conspiracy OR fraud) 
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BUSINESS: Perdue Pharma Settlement Overturned  
TOPIC: A federal judge has overturned Perdue Pharma’s settlement for the lawsuits it has faced due to its 
involvement in the opioid epidemic.  What was the aspect of the settlement that the judge objected to and why?  
Who made the original settlement ruling and what had been the public reaction to that ruling? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Perdue Pharma” AND settlement AND “federal judge” 
 
BUSINESS: India – Apple Puts Foxconn Plant on Probation 
TOPIC:  Apple has found living conditions at its supplier’s iPhone plant in southern India are substandard after 
nearly 250 women working there came down with food poisoning. 150 of them were hospitalized. What were the 
conditions at the plant like?  What are the likely consequences for Foxconn, the company that runs the iPhone 
plant, it if is unable to fully resolve the problems Apple has identified?   
SEARCH TERMS: “Foxconn Sriperumbudur” AND probation 
  
ECONOMICS: Turkey – Turkish Lira Plummets 
TOPIC: The Turkish lira has been falling against other currencies, which drives inflation in the country. President 
Erdogan has just announced that peoples’ bank deposits would be protected against losses caused by declines in 
the lira’s value. How much has the lira declined against stronger currencies? What has the Turkish Central Bank 
done during this period? What is the current rate of inflation in Turkey and how does it compare to other countries 
in the region? 
SEARCH TERMS: Turkey AND (inflation OR lira) 
 
ECONOMICS: Worker Shortages  
TOPIC:  Multiple states are experiencing worker shortages with employers facing the worst labor pool since the 
1990s.  What is driving these shortages and what caused worker shortages in the 1990s?  What regions and what 
states in the U.S. are seeing the biggest worker shortages and why? 
SEARCH TERMS: (“worker shortage” OR “worker shortages” OR “labor shortage” OR “labor shortages”) AND 
states 
 
FINANCE: Fed to Tighten Credit  
TOPIC:  The Federal Reserve (Fed) announced it will tighten credit faster in 2022.  What does the Fed mean by 
“tightening credit faster” and what do they hope to achieve by it?  What else did the Fed say it was planning for 
2022 and for what purpose? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Federal Reserve” AND (“tighten credit” OR “tightening credit” 
 

CIVICS, GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS 
 
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: Democrats Split on Spending Plan   
TOPIC: West Virginia Senator Joe Manchin has consistently been the toughest Democrat to negotiate with 
President Biden and his supporters on the President’s spending bill.  How does this delay impact the President?  
What are the specifics in the bill that Senator Manchin has cited as his biggest concerns and what are his 
demands?  What other reason has Senator Manchin given for his misgivings regarding this spending bill? 
SEARCH TERMS: Biden AND (“spending bill” OR “Build Back Better”) AND (“Joe Manchin” OR “Senator 
Manchin” OR “Sen. Manchin”) 
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GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: Chile – Youngest President Elected 
TOPIC: Chileans have elected Gabriel Boric as president. The former student activist is only thirty-five and is the 
most liberal president since Salvador Allende. Who did he run against and what was notable about the parties 
they represented? What issues did Boric run on and how did they differ from his opponent’s stances? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Gabriel Boric” 
 
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: January 6 Investigation   
TOPIC: The January 6th Select Committee which is investigating the January 2021 attack on the U.S. Capitol has 
subpoenaed several people, one of them is former White House Chief of Staff for the Trump administration, Mark 
Meadows. What records were turned over by Meadows and what valuable information did they reveal?  What 
other records have been subpoenaed and what has been important information in those records?  What warnings 
have come from retired generals regarding a potential new insurrection and what new rules has the Pentagon put 
in place to insure these people are not infiltrating the military? 
SEARCH TERMS: (“Jan. 6” OR “January 6”) AND (records OR texts OR messages) AND Meadows AND 
(committee OR investigation) 
 
HISTORY: Russian – Judges Shuts Memorial Down 
TOPIC: The Memorial Human Rights Centre, based in Moscow, has been ordered closed by a judge, who has 
determined that the organization was violating the 2012 foreign agents’ law. Memorial was initially founded during 
the era of perestroika during the late 1980s to keep alive the memory of those persecuted under the Stalinist 
regime? What is the foreign agents’ law and how does it apply to Memorial? How did other countries react to this 
court ruling and subsequent closure of Memorial? Have other Russian NGOs been closed in this way? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Memorial Human Rights Centre” 
 
HISTORY: 80th Anniversary of Pearl Harbor  
TOPIC: It has been eighty years since the Japanese air force bombed Hawaii’s Pearl Harbor Naval Base in a 
surprise attack.  What was the issues that the U.S. and Japan were in disagreement over before the attack and 
what did the Japanese hope to achieve by attacking Pearl Harbor?  Wat was the overall significance of this attack 
to the involvement of the United States in World War II and what was the United States position on the war before 
the attack? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Pearl Harbor” And (Japan OR Japanese) AND (WW2 OR WWII OR “World War II” OR “World 
War 2”) 
 

SOCIAL ISSUES 
 
CRIME AND LAW: South Africa – Parliament Buildings Burn 
TOPIC: A man has been arrested and charged with arson after he was found in the Parliamentary compound in 
Cape Town, the legislative capital of South Africa. Buildings in the compound had been set alight and the 
sprinkler system seemed to have been tampered with. How long did the fire burn and how many of the complex’s 
buildings were damaged?  
SEARCH TERMS: “Cape Town” AND Parliament AND arson 
 
CRIME AND LAW: US Cities Seeing Record Homicides  
TOPIC:  Several U.S. cities have seen a record numbers of homicides in 2021.  What city had the worst spike in 
homicides and what previous record did it break?  What other cities were high on the list for a spike in homicides? 
What are some contributing factors for these homicides that are unique to specific big and medium sized cities? 
SEARCH TERMS: Cities AND Philadelphia AND (murders OR homicides) AND record 
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CRIME AND LAW: Myanmar – Aung San Suu Kyi Sentenced 
TOPIC:  Aung San Suu Kyi was sentenced to two years in jail for “incitement” of two of the eleven charges placed 
against her. She was overthrown by a military coup last February and has been in detention since then. What are 
some of the other charges against her? How does being convicted prevent her from running for office after her 
sentence is served? How has the international community reacted to her ouster and her conviction on these 
charges? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Aung San Suu Kyi”  
 
EDUCATION: Fears of School Violence   
TOPIC:  With over thirty school shootings this year, a threat of impending school violence posted on TikTok 
caused schools in several states to beef up security before the threat was identified as non-credible.  What have 
been the most current security practices by schools to keep students safe?  What are some early signs that a 
student may be a threat to fellow students and teachers? 
SEARCH TERMS: schools AND (violence OR security OR shooting OR shootings) AND TikTok 
 
EDUCATION: Afghanistan/Portugal – Famed Music School Relocates 
TOPIC:  The Afghanistan National Institute of Music has moved from Afghanistan to Portugal, in the hopes that it 
reopen. Students and faculty members and their families have all been granted asylum there. They had been 
taken to Doha, Qatar, in five installments. When was the Afghanistan National Institute of Music founded and 
what was notable about its student body? What other organization has relocated to Portugal from Afghanistan? 
Are other cultural figures leaving Afghanistan? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Afghanistan National Institute of Music” 
 
RELIGION: South Africa – Archbishop Desmond Tutu  
TOPIC:  Archbishop Desmond Tutu was a leader in the anti-apartheid movement and later chaired the South 
African Truth and Reconciliation Commission. What was Tutu’s path to becoming the Archbishop of Cape Town? 
What was the role of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in the early years after apartheid? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Desmond Tutu” OR (“South Africa” AND “Truth and Reconciliation Commission”) 
 
RELIGION: Religious Holidays in December  
TOPIC:  Three of the major religious holidays that are usually celebrated in December are the Christian holiday of 
Christmas, the Jewish holiday of Hanukkah and the Buddhist holiday of Rohatsu, also known as Bodhi Day.  
What is the religious significance of each of these holidays? What determines the dates these religious holidays 
are celebrated? 
SEARCH TERMS: (Christmas OR Hanukkah OR Chanukah OR Rohatsu OR “Bodhi Day”) AND (religion OR 
religious OR spiritual) AND (significance OR significant OR meaning) 
 
SOCIAL RELATIONS: Supreme Court Allows Texas Law   
TOPIC:  In the case of Whole Women’s Health vs. Jackson, the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that the restrictive 
abortion law in Texas can stand but can be challenged in court.  What is the meaning of this verdict and how 
specifically is the state law allowed to be legally challenged? What implications does this ruling have on abortion 
rights across the nation? 
SEARCH TERMS: "Whole Women’s Health” AND “Supreme Court” AND abortion 
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SOCIAL RELATIONS: Chile – Same-Sex Marriages Legalized 
TOPIC:  Both houses of Chile’s legislature have passed a bill that not only legalizes same-sex marriages, but 
allows adoptions by same-sex couples. Former President Sebastien Pinera supported the measure and said he 
would sign the bill. What was this bill’s path through the legislature? How long will it take for this bill to become 
law? How was this news received in Chile? 
SEARCH TERMS:  Chile AND “same-sex marriage” 
 

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND HEALTH  
 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURE: Deadly Tornadoes in the U.S.   
TOPIC:  An outbreak of deadly tornadoes has impacted Arkansas, Tennessee, Illinois, Missouri and especially 
western Kentucky where a long-tracked EF4 tornado caused extensive damage. What is a long-tracked EF4 
tornado, how do they form and why are they very dangerous?  What is the worst of the damage these tornadoes 
did and how many fatalities did they cause?  What is the best preparation strategy for tornadoes, and what kind of 
recovery practices can best help an area hit by them? 
SEARCH TERMS: Kentucky AND (tornado OR tornadoes) AND (damage OR deaths OR fatalities OR 
destruction) 
 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURE: Spain – La Palma Volcano Eruption  
TOPIC: Cumbre Vieja began erupting on September 19th on the Canary Island of La Palma and continued its 
destructive activity until mid-December. Lava flows have totally destroyed the western side of the island. Seismic 
activity decreased on December 14th, but there needs to be ten days of no seismic activity for the volcano to be 
declared safe. How many houses were thought to be destroyed? How many acres of crops were destroyed? 
What is the estimate of the total costs of the destruction?  
SEARCH TERMS: (“La Palma” AND volcano) NOT lottery 
 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURE:  December Colorado Wildfires 
TOPIC:  Boulder County, Colorado has suffered brutal wildfires at the unlikely time of late December 2021.  What 
were the climate conditions in the preceding months that created the conditions for these wildfires?  What was the 
extent of damage done and what were the recovery measures?  What prevention measures can be taken by 
Colorado in the future? 
SEARCH TERMS: (Colorado OR Boulder) AND (wildfire OR wildfires) 
 
HEALTH: Worldwide – Spread of Omicron Variant 
TOPIC:  The omicron variant of Covid-19 has rapidly spread around the world since it was discovered in South 
Africa in November. Easily transmissible, it has become the dominant variant in many countries. Are any of the 
existing Covid vaccines helpful against it? What do many of the people who are being hospitalized with it have in 
common? How are Covid variants identified? 
SEARCH TERMS: (coronavirus or Covid-19) AND omicron 
 
HEALTH: Health Care Preparation   
TOPIC:  As the new omicron strain of COVID spreads across the U.S., many fear hospitals being overwhelmed 
but the federal government is planning for widespread free testing and federal support.  What are some ways the 
government and hospitals are working to prepare for increased omicron patients? What are the challenges some 
hospitals are facing now with new omicron patients and how are they dealing with these challenges? 
SEARCH TERMS: omicron AND hospitals AND (Biden OR federal) AND (overwhelm OR overwhelmed) 
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SCIENCE: James Webb Space Telescope   
TOPIC: NASA’s new James Webb Space Telescope will be the largest and most complicated telescope ever 
launched into space.  What is the purpose of this telescope and how does it work?  How far out in space is it 
planning to go and why? What are some concerns that NASA scientists have about this mission? 
SEARCH TERMS: NASA AND “James Webb Space Telescope” 
 
SCIENCE: China – Dinosaur Embryo Discovery  
TOPIC:  Researchers in China have discovered an almost complete dinosaur embryo inside of an egg. The 
embryo’s position within the egg is similar to how birds prepare for their imminent hatching, a process called 
tucking. How was this embryo discovered? How do birds position themselves in their eggs before birth and what 
was similar about the position of the dinosaur? Does this discovery support the theory that birds are descendants 
of dinosaurs? 
SEARCH TERMS: embryo AND tucking 
 
TECHNOLOGY: Outer Space – Too Many Satellites? 
TOPIC:  China has complained to the United Nations about the number of Starlink satellites in close earth orbit, 
saying their space station has had two incidents of having to avoid one of them. The head of the European Space 
Agency has claimed that Starlink’s owner, Elon Musk, is essentially making the rules for the commercialization of 
space, which he denies. What is Starlink and how many satellites does it already have in orbit? How many more 
does it plan to put up? What is Musk’s defense of this goal and of the number of satellites it will take? 
SEARCH TERMS: Starlink AND satellites 
 
TECHNOLOGY: Instagram Hearings  
TOPIC:  Head of the photo-sharing app Instagram, Adam Mosseri, has testified before a Senate committee in an 
investigation that stemmed from documents released by a whistleblower showing that images from this app 
among other content by Instagram’s owner Meta (formerly Facebook), might be harmful to the mental health of 
users.  In what ways could some of the images in Instagram be harmful to users according to the documents? 
How can harmful images be “pushed” to users and why?  What information did the Senate committee get from 
Mosseri’s testimony?  
SEARCH TERMS: Mosseri AND Instagram AND Senate AND (committee OR hearing) 
 

SPORTS  
 
SPORTS: Formula One – A Champion Crowned amid Controversy 
TOPIC: Max Verstappen won the Abu Dhabi Grand Prix after the race director allowed the five lapped cars 
between his car and race leader Lewis Hamilton to unlap themselves, meaning they were allowed to pass 
Hamilton and the safety car. Lapped cars behind Verstappen were not allowed to pass. This unlapping brought 
Verstappen up to Hamilton and allowed him to overtake him in the one lap of racing that ensued. He won the 
championship. How controversial was this decision? What record was Hamilton attempting to win this season?  
SEARCH TERMS: “Max Verstappen” OR “Lewis Hamilton”  
 
SPORTS: MLB Lockout  
TOPIC:  Major League Baseball owners have unanimously voted for a lockout (ongoing work stoppage) soon 
after their collective bargaining agreement with the MLB players union expired.  What are the primary issues that 
have been raised between the owners and the union, and why did the owners vote for a lockout?  When was the 
last MLB work stoppage and what were the circumstances for that one?  
SEARCH TERMS: MLB AND baseball AND (“work stoppage” OR lockout) 
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SPORTS: Canada – IIHF World Junior Championship Cancelled 
TOPIC: Covid-19 has caused the postponement if not cancellation of the IIHF World Junior Championship which 
was underway in Edmonton. The International Ice Hockey Federation made this decision after two games were 
forfeited and other teams needed to enter quarantine. What games were forfeited? What teams needed to enter 
quarantine? Who had been favored to win? Has the IIHF cancelled any other tournaments? 
SEARCH TERMS: “International Ice Hockey Federation” AND tournaments 
 
SPORTS: Point Spread Record by Memphis Grizzlies   
TOPIC: When the Memphis Grizzlies beat the Oklahoma City Thunder in early December 2021 by a score of 152 
to 79, they set a new NBA record for the largest margin of victory - 73 points. What was the previous NBA record 
for a winning margin?  What happened in the game between the Grizzlies and Oklahoma City that resulted in 
such a spread? 
SEARCH TERMS: Memphis AND Grizzlies AND Thunder AND (margin OR spread) AND record 
 

ARTS AND LITERATURE  
 
FINE ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE: Mondrian Lawsuit  
TOPIC:  The heirs of Dutch painter Piet Mondrian have filed a lawsuit informing the Philadelphia Museum of Art 
that a 1926 Mondrian painting in their holdings was plundered by the Nazis and show be returned to the Mondrian 
family.  What is the law regarding artworks that have been acquired and then stolen from their rightful owner?  
What is the position of the Philadelphia Museum of Art in this matter? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Philadelphia Museum of Art” AND Mondrian AND (Nazi OR Nazis) 
 
FINE ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE: United Kingdom – Richard Rogers 
TOPIC:  Richard Rogers was a British architect. He came to prominence when he and Renzo Piano were chosen 
to design the Pompidou Centre in Paris in the 1970s. This was a building that went from being reviled while it was 
in its design stages to becoming beloved. Why were Rogers and Piano chosen, given that neither of them were 
French? What was a noticeable feature of both the Pompidou Centre and other buildings by Rogers? What other 
buildings did Rogers design? What honors did he win for his architectural work? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Richard Rogers” AND architect 
 
LITERATURE: Australia – Prime Minister’s Literary Award 
TOPIC:  Amanda Lohrey’s novel Labyrinth has won the Prime Minister’s Literary Award for fiction. It also won 
2021 Miles Franklin and Voss literary prizes. The Prime Minister’s prize comes with $80,000 AU. Who won the 
other Prime Minister’s Literary Awards given out in 2021? Has another work of fiction swept Australia’s literary 
awards? What are Ms. Lohrey’s other works? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Amanda Lohrey” AND Labyrinth 
 
LITERATURE: Anne Rice  
TOPIC: Anne Rice was an American novelist best known for her gothic fiction.  What are some of her most 
famous books and what were the qualities that impressed critics and readers?  What other genres did she write in 
and how does her style and writing talent show in those books? 
SEARCH TERMS: "Anne Rice” AND (author OR writer OR novelist) 
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LITERATURE: Joan Didion  
TOPIC: Joan Didion was a highly respected journalist, author and has co-written several screen plays with her 
husband, writer John Gregory Dunne.  What kind of journalism and nonfiction was she best known for and how 
did she often describe the counter culture and Hollywood life to the public? What were her most popular novels 
and why?  What is her most popular nonfiction book and why? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Joan Didion” AND (author OR writer OR novelist OR journalist OR “Year of Magical 
Thinking”) 
 
MOVIES AND TELEVISION: Spielberg’s West Side Story    
TOPIC:  Film director Steven Spielberg and screenwriter Tony Kushner have remade the 1961 film West Side 
Story.  In what ways has Spielberg’s new film recreated the story to modernize it?  Who originally created the 
stage musical of West Side Story, how was it adapted from Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet and what impact 
does the original stage musical have on Tony Kushner’s script for this new film? 
SEARCH TERMS: Spielberg AND “West Side Story” 
 
MOVIES AND TELEVISION: Worldwide – Ratings the Films of the Past Year 
TOPIC:  Critics around the world compile their lists of the best films of the year, with some also providing their list 
of the worst films as well. Are there any movies that are on a majority of lists? Which film seems to be the most 
surprising to have made these lists and why? 
SEARCH TERMS: “best films” OR “worst films” 
 
MUSIC: Mexico – Vincente Fernandez 
TOPIC:  Vicente Fernandez was a popular singer of ranchera and mariachi music and won multiple Grammy and 
Latin Grammy awards. What was notable about his concerts? What were some of his most popular songs? What 
other awards and honors did he win? What is ranchera music? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Vicente Fernandez” 
 
MUSIC: Springsteen’s Catalogue  
TOPIC:  Bruce Springsteen has sold the entire catalogue of his songs to Sony Music for a reported $500 million.  
What does it mean to “sell his catalogue” and why did Springsteen sell it?  What other artists have done the same 
and why? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Bruce Springsteen” AND (catalogue OR catalog)  
 
PERFORMING ARTS: Nutcracker  
TOPIC:  Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker ballet has become a popular staple during the Christmas season with its 
broadly appealing holiday music, its family-friendly Christmas story and sensational production.  When did 
Tchaikovsky first present the Nutcracker and what was that production like?  Who revived and reworked the 
Nutcracker for the New York City Ballet in the mid-1950s, making it the popular spectacle it is today? How did it 
change from the original?  
SEARCH TERMS: Tchaikovsky AND Nutcracker AND Balanchine 
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PEOPLE  

 
PEOPLE:  Bob Dole  
TOPIC:  Bob Dole was a longtime senator from Kansas and was a respected leader in the Republican Party.  
What are some of the key roles Senator Dole had during his time in the U.S. Senate?  What were his experiences 
in World War II and what military decorations did he earn? What were his expressed political beliefs, and how did 
they manifest in the work he did as senator and as a candidate for President of the United States?  What are 
some examples of bipartisan work he did with senators of the Democratic Party and how did he believe members 
of the U.S. Congress should work together? 
SEARCH TERMS: (“Bob Dole” OR “Senator Dole”) AND (Kansas OR Senate) 
 
PEOPLE:  Harry M. Reid, Former Senate Leader 
TOPIC:  Harry M. Reid, Senator from Nevada, served as the Democratic Senate Majority Leader from 2004 until 
2014.  He chose not to run for re-election in 2016.  He was instrumental in getting much of President Barack 
Obama’s legislation through the Senate, including the Affordable Care Act.  His life was not like those of many of 
his colleagues.  Where did he grow up and what were the circumstances of his childhood?  What did he do before 
he became a politician?  How effective was he as the Majority Leader of the Senate? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Harry M. Reid” 
 
PEOPLE: North Korea – Kim Yong-ju  
TOPIC:  Kim Yong-ju was the youngest brother of the founder of North Korea Kim Il-sung. Under his brother he 
first held a high position in the North Korean government, and then, in 1975 he vanished from public view. He 
returned in 1993 and became a vice president. Were the reasons for his abrupt disappearance and reappearance 
ever made public? What roles in government did he play before 1975? What has he done since his return to 
prominence? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Kim Yong-ju” 
 
PEOPLE: Kenya – Richard Leakey  
TOPIC:  Richard Leakey, whose parents were paleontologists Louis and Mary Leakey, made his own discoveries 
of early hominids in Kenya. He ran the anti-poaching effort in Kenya and was an activist against the ivory trade. 
What was his most famous find as a paleontologist? What other roles did he play in Kenya life? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Richard Leakey” 
 
PEOPLE:  Hall of Famer John Madden 
TOPIC:  John Madden as coach of the Oakland Raiders led the team to Super Bowl success and as a 
broadcaster working for all major networks he became the face and voice of the National Football League.  He is 
perhaps best known for the video game franchise he helped Entertainment Arts make, Madden NFL.  Where did 
Madden play college football and what NFL team drafted him?  What was his path through the coaching ranks 
that led to his appointment as head coach of the Oakland Raiders?  Who did he partner with in the broadcast 
booth and what innovations in broadcasting did he pioneer? 
SEARCH TERMS: “John Madden” 
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PEOPLE:  Edward O. Wilson, Noted Biologist 
TOPIC:  Edward O. Wilson was an authority on ants who extrapolated his findings about them to other species 
including humans in the 1970s.  He was interested in the evolution of behavior and how natural selection could 
influence the social behavior of species.  A long-time professor at Harvard, he won the Pulitzer Prize for two of his 
books.  Beyond ants, what were some of the other areas of his research interest?  What was controversial about 
his application of natural selection to human behaviors, which was called sociobiology in the 1970s? 
SEARCH TERMS:  “E.O. Wilson” 
 
PEOPLE:  Betty White 
TOPIC:  Betty White was a popular comedic actress and a pioneer of early television.  How did she transition 
from radio to television?  What television roles are she best remembered for and why?  What popular movies was 
she in and what did critics and fans find appealing about her performances? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Betty White” AND (television OR TV OR “Golden Girls”) 
 
PEOPLE:  bell hooks  
TOPIC:  Writer Gloria Jean Watkins, best known by her lower-case-spelled name bell hooks was also well known 
as a social activist.  What were the economic and social themes in her writing?  How are some of the beliefs bell 
hooks expressed in her writings embraced by groups in society today? 
SEARCH TERMS: “bell hooks” AND (professor OR writer OR author) AND (race OR gender OR woman OR 
women) 
 
PEOPLE:  Kataluna Enriquez  
TOPIC:  Kataluna Enriquez is the first openly transgender person to win the Miss Nevada USA pageant and the 
first openly transgender person to compete in the Miss USA pageant. What work did Enriquez do as a model 
before entering pageants and how did the kind of pageants they entered change? What work has Enriquez done 
for LGBTQ rights? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Kataluna Enriquez” AND (trans OR transgender) AND (pageant OR “Miss Nevada” OR “Miss 
USA”) 
 
PEOPLE:  Al Unser  
TOPIC:  Al Unser was an established race car driver whose wins have put him in an elite group of racers.  What 
major race and championship has he won multiple times and how does he rank against other drivers for number 
of wins in these races? What were his strengths as a driver?  Who were his brothers, and what were their major 
achievements? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Al Unser” AND (racing OR racer) AND (Indianapolis OR “national championship”) 
 
PEOPLE:  Michael Nesmith  
TOPIC:  Michael Nesmith was a member of the 1960s pop band The Monkees, mostly known for their popular 
television show of the same name.  What Monkees songs were the most popular and why?  What famous hit for 
Linda Ronstadt was written by Mike Nesmith? What successful multimedia production company was founded by 
Nesmith and what other roles did he play in the business of television and film?  What hit did he have with his 
group the First National Band? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Michael Nesmith” AND Monkees 

 


